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Abstract— We propose an alternative approach for

building structured peer-to-peer systems. The major design

objectives are i) to explicitly incorporate locality informa-

tion into the system to minimize routing stretch in object

look-up service, and ii) to inherently better cope with the

“flash crowd” problem. Unlike the standard DHT-based

approach, where both objects and nodes are assigned a

randomly hashed id in the same id space, we separate the

object id space from the node space. More specifically,

each object is assigned an id in an object id space,

whereas each node is assigned a coordinate in a coordinate

system (referred to as the node geo space) reflects the

“geographical proximity” of nodes. The object id space

and the node geo space are “weaved” together via a novel

hashing technique called geographically-scoped hashing.

Using this approach, we develop a structured P2P look-up

system called Leopard. Through analysis and simulations,

we demonstrate that i) in Leopard object look-up latency

is proportional to the distance between a requesting node

and the target object; ii) in case multiple copies of an

object exist, Leopard always locates a near-by copy; and

iii) Leopard can effectively handle “flash crowd” traffic

with near optimal load balancing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years peer-to-peer (P2P) computing over the

Internet has emerged as a promising new technology

that revolutionizes the way how millions of users share

information and resources on the Internet. A fundamental

challenge in P2P systems is how to locate objects of

interest in the network, namely, the look-up service. The

solutions adopted in early systems, such as Napster[1]

and Gnutella[2] rely either on a centralized directory

service, which is vulnerable to a single point of fail-

ure (e.g., due to attacks), or on query flooding which

suffers poor scalability. As a key break-through towards

a scalable distributed solution to the object location

problem, a fundamentally new paradigm – distributed

hash table (DHT) – has been proposed recently to

build so-called structured P2P systems. Some pioneer

and prominent examples include Chord[3], CAN[4],

Pastry[5], Tapestry[6], and Viceroy[7].

In the standard DHT-based approaches, both objects

(i.e., any hardware or software entities of interest) and

nodes (i.e., computers) are mapped, using a well-known

random hash function, to an id space, which has certain

topological structure, e.g., a ring in Chord, a d-dimension

Cartesian space in CAN, and hypercubes in Pastry and

Tapestry. Each node “owns” a portion of the id space

based on its own (randomly hashed) id, and is thus

responsible for storing the objects whose id fall into its

portion of the id space. To speed up the object look-

up process, routing tables (or “finger tables”) are built

among the nodes. The randomness in mapping both

objects and nodes into the id space ensures good load

balancing property with high probability. Furthermore,

with a small degree of replication, DHT-based systems

demonstrates extremely high resiliency.

Although DHT provides an elegant and ingenious

solution for locating objects in a highly scalable and

decentralized manner, several challenges remain. For

instance, because object id and node id are randomly

hashed, “locality-awareness” is not inherent in the basic

design of DHT. As a result, look-up query can take

a much longer path, although the requesting node (re-

quester) may be very close to the node (target node)

that is responsible for storing the requested object. In

other words, the routing stretch of look-up query can be

high. A few remedies to this problem have been proposed

to augment the basic design of DHT with locality-

awareness or proximity routing (see, e.g., [8]). Another

challenging problem in the basic design of DHT is to

effectively cope with the so-called “flash crowd” or “hot

spot” problem, namely, a sudden surge of user requests

for a popular object. Since in the basic design of DHT

an object is randomly hashed to a single id (or a few

id’s, if replicated using several hash functions) in the id

space, the node(s) responsible for storing and answering

look-up queries for the object may be overwhelmed by a

“flash crowd,” creating a “hot spot” in the system. Ad hoc

solutions such as caching at intermediate nodes along

the look-up paths may be used to alleviate the problem.
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Fig. 1. An example of geographically-scoped hashing. (a) An object is hashed to different relative points in different levels of areas. Note

that different hash points are depicted with different markers; (b) The locations of six owners of the object (a, b, c, d, e, and f ). Note that

the level-0, level-1, and level-2 areas of owner node a are highlighted with different level of shades (from dark to light). (c) Hash points

(pointer nodes) of the six owners at various levels of hypercubes.

However, such solutions are essentially external to DHT.

We propose an alternative approach for building struc-

tured P2P systems. The major design objectives of our

approach are i) to incorporate locality-awareness (e.g.,

geographical proximity) as an integral part of the sys-

tem design to minimize the “routing stretch” (thereby,

latency) in object look-up service, and ii) to provide

a built-in mechanism to effectively cope with the so-

called “hot spot” or “flash crowd” problem. Also based

on distributed random hash functions, our approach can

be viewed as a form of DHT, but it differs from the

standard DHT approach in two key aspects.

Unlike the standard DHT, where both objects and

nodes are assigned a randomly hashed id in the same

id space, we separate the object id space from the

node space. More specifically, as in the standard DHT

approach, each object is assigned a (randomly hashed

or otherwise) id in an object id space. Whereas, each

node is assigned a coordinate in a coordinate system,

referred to as the (node) geo space, so as to reflect the

“geographical proximity” (or network distance among

nodes). The object id space and the node geo space are

“weaved” together via a novel hashing technique called

geographically-scoped hashing (GSH): each object id is

mapped into multiple points (i.e., coordinates) in the

node geo space with varying geographical scopes; the

nodes that are closest to these points are responsible

for maintaining certain information (called “pointers”)

or performing look-up queries about the objects. Hence

unlike the standard DHT, where each node is responsible

for a portion of the id space, in our approach each node

is responsible for “areas” of varying scopes in the node

geo space as well as pointers to objects that are mapped

into the areas under GSH.

Using the proposed approach, we develop a new struc-

tured P2P look-up system called Leopard. We present the

basic design including the object publish, withdraw and

query algorithms; node join, leave, forwarding mecha-

nisms, and other functions. Through analysis and simula-

tions, we demonstrate that: i) in Leopard object look-up

latency is (approximately) proportional to the distance

between a requesting node and a target node (which

has the requested object). In other words, the routing

stretch in look-up query is guaranteed to be small; this

holds not only in an average or probabilistic sense, but

also in the worst-case. ii) In case multiple copies of

an object exist, Leopard always locates a near-by copy.

iii) Leopard can effectively handle “flash crowd” traffic

with near optimal load balancing, while without adding

exogenous complexity in the look-up service operations.

Our approach is developed based on the assumption

that nodes can be mapped into a coordinate system (node

geo space), which reflects their “geographical” proxim-

ity, or network distance. This assumption is inspired and

supported by several important research advances [9],

[10], [11]. By separating objects and nodes into two

spaces, our system is somewhat more complex relative

to the basic design of DHT; on the other hand, it also

yields some additional features or advantages, which we

will briefly touch on in Section II. We believe that our

approach is particularly amenable to P2P applications

where many copies of objects exist in the system, la-
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tency performance is crucial, and/or objects/nodes can

be mobile. Our paper consists in only an initial design,

analysis and evaluation of the proposed approach, which

is shown to be very promising. Clearly, more in-depth

study is still needed to further investigate the design

and implementation issues as well as various trade-offs

in Leopard. At the very least, our research offers an

alternative design of structured P2P system, and intends

to inspire more innovative solutions to the challenges in

the P2P computing paradigm.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.

Section II is an overview of the key concepts and features

of our paradigm. The design details of the Leopard

system are described in Section III and IV, focusing

on object operations and node space management re-

spectively. In Section V we present several optimization

techniques to enhance the performance of Leopard. A

comprehensive performance evaluation report based on

packet level simulations is included as the Section VI.

Finally, we conclude our paper in Section VIII.

II. DESIGN OVERVIEW: KEY CONCEPTS AND

FEATURES

In this section we provide an overview of the major

concepts underpinning our approach, and highlight the

key features and advantages it affords.

A. Object Id Space and Node Geo Space

As mentioned in the introduction, we separate objects

and nodes into two spaces. As in the standard DHT,

each object is assigned a unique identifier (id) from an

id space, which can be of any dimension or structure.

Without loss of generality, in this paper we assume that

the id space is one-dimensional, thus the object id is a

scalar (a n-bit number, for some fixed n, say, n = 128).

The id of an object can be a hashed value based on

some attributes (e.g., name) of the object. However, in

our approach, this needs not be the case: the object id

can be assigned in any pre-specified manner based on

applications. We will use the notation ω.ID to denote

the id of an object ω.

In our approach, nodes form a separate space, called

(node) geo space. The node geo space is a finite d-

dimensional metric space, upon which a coordinate

system is defined. When a node joins the system, it

is assigned a coordinate. The basic assumption is that

the coordinates of nodes can be assigned in such a

manner so as to reflect “geographical proximity” or

network distance. For example, the coordinate can be

its actual geographical location, e.g., as obtained via a

GPS device or other means. In this case, the node geo

space is a two-dimensional sphere surface. Or the node

geo space can be a (virtual) coordinates system derived

based on measured relative latency among nodes using

the methods such as GNP [9], Virtual Landmark [10] or

Vivaldi [11].

For simplicity of exposition, in this paper we assume

that the node geo space is a d-dimensional Euclidean

space, with the distance between any two nodes ap-

proximating their network distance (e.g., as measured

by latency). We introduce a hierarchical grid over the

node geo space by dividing it into a hierarchy of (d-

dimensional) areas : at the highest level, we call the

entire node geo space the level-L area, where L is a

system parameter that specifies the total number of levels

in the hierarchy of the node geo space. The level-L area

is divided into 2d level-(L−1) areas obtained by cutting

the L-area into half along each dimension. This process

continues, so that each level-l area is subdivided into

2d level-(l − 1) areas, for 1 ≤ l ≤ L, until the entire

node geo space is divided into level-0 areas. Figure 1

illustrates a 3-level hierarchy of areas in a 2-dimensional

space. In Figure 1(b), squares (i.e., areas) of different

levels are delineated with different line styles.

For l = 0, 1, . . . , L, let Al be the level-l area con-

taining a node a. (In the rest of the paper, we will

use lower-case letters to represent nodes.) Then Al ⊂
Al+1, l = 0, ..., L − 1, and AL is the entire node geo

space. Let rl denote the size of each side of a level-l
area Al. Then rl+1 = 2rl. We will use O(Al) to denote

the origin coordinate1 of the area. In Figure 1(b), we

use four different levels of shades to show the level-0 to

level-3 areas that node A resides.

B. Geographically-Scoped Hashing

Given the area hierarchy defined on the node geo

space, we are now in a position to formally introduce

the concept of geographically scoped hash functions and

illustrate how they are used to weave together the object

id space and the node geo space.

For l = 0, 1, . . . , L, let Hl be a d-dimensional random

hash function2 with the range [0, rl)
d. Given an object

ω and a level-l area Al, the hash point of ω under (the

geographical scope) Al is a point within Al given as

follows:

H(ω,Al) = O(Al) + Hl(ω.ID).

Figure 1 shows an example. In Figure 1(a), we illustrate

the hash functions for three areas (of varying size).

1The origin is the point in Al with the smallest coordinates.
2A d-dimensional hash function can be constructed as a Cartesian

product of d independently 1-dimensional random hash function.
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Figure 1(b) shows the locations of six nodes (a − f ),

each owning a copy of the object ω. Figure 1(c) shows

the hash points of the six nodes in various areas.

The node in the network that is closest3 to the hash

point H(ω,Al) of object ω is referred to as the (level-

l) pointer node for object ω in area Al, and is denoted

by P(ω,Al). As we will see shortly, the pointer nodes

of an object are responsible for either maintaining cer-

tain information (called “pointer”) or answering look-up

queries about the object.

Hence using the geographically scoped hashing, each

object (or its object id) is mapped to multiple points (or

nodes) in the node geo space (one hash point per level

of area). We now illustrate via an example how these

hash points/pointer nodes are used for locating objects

in our system. Consider a node a which wishes to share

an object ω with other nodes. Let Al be the level-l area

containing node a, l = 0, 1, . . . , L. Node a publishes

object ω by computing the level-0 hash point H(ω,A0)
and “plants” a pointer at the level-0 pointer node of

object ω in A0, indicating that it owns an object ω. For

l = 1, . . . , L − 1, each level-l pointer node P(ω,Al)
in turn computes the next-level hash point H(ω,Al+1)
and plants a pointer at the corresponding pointer node

P(ω,Al+1), indicating that it has information about

object ω.

Now suppose that a node b is interested in object

ω, and let Bl denote the level-l area it resides in for

l = 0, 1 . . . , L. To look up the object, it first computes

the (level-0) hash point H(ω,B0), and sends a look-

up query to the corresponding pointer node P(ω,B0).
Note that if nodes a and b reside in the same level-

0 area, then A0 = B0 and H(ω,A0) = H(ω,B0). The

(level-0) pointer node P(ω,B0) (=P(ω,A0)) will be able

to answer the query and direct node b to node a for

the object. Otherwise, the level-0 pointer node P(ω,B0)
has no information about object ω. In this case, it will

compute the level-1 hash point H(ω,B1) and forwards

the query to the next-level pointer node P(ω,B1). More

generally, if the level-(l − 1) pointer node P(ω,Bl−1)
does not have any information about object ω, it will

forward the query to the level-l pointer node P(ω,Bl).
If nodes a and b reside in the same level-l area, i.e.,

Al = Bl, then the level-l pointer node P(ω,Bl) (=

P(ω,Al)) will have a pointer to object ω, and thus can

direct node b to node a for object ω. As AL = BL, in

at most L steps, node b will be able to locate a pointer

to object ω.

In a sense the hash points (or rather pointer nodes) of

an object ω form a (search) tree (embedded in the node

3We will give a precise definition of closeness in Section IV.

ab c d e f

Fig. 2. Object search tree of the six owners as positioned in

Figure 1(b). Note that each black node in the tree corresponds to

a hash point in Figure 1(c).

geo space), where each edge connects a level-l hash point

H(ω,Al) to a level-(l + 1) hash point H(ω,Al+1) (or

rather P(ω,Al) to P(ω,Al+1)). Publishing (a copy of)

an object results in planting pointers along a branch of

the search tree of the object, while looking up the object

amounts to following another branch of the tree until it

meets a branch that contains pointers to the object. If

a node a owning (a copy of) the object and a node b
looking for the object reside in the same level-l area,

then a pointer to the object will be found in l steps. As

the distance between a and b is at most
√

drl, we see

that the object query latency is essentially proportional

to the distance between the two nodes.

C. Key Features and Advantages

In the previous two sub-sections we have outlined

the key concepts underpinning our approach for building

structured peer-to-peer systems. In the remainder of the

paper we will describe Leopard – a P2P system devel-

oped using the proposed approach – including algorithms

for object look-up service, routing and node management

operations, their analysis and performance evaluation.

Before we proceed to describe Leopard, we would like to

conclude this section by summarizing and highlighting

the key features and advantages of our new approach.

In our approach objects and nodes are organized into

two separate spaces: the object id space and node geo

space. The node geo space is a d-dimensional metric

space (with an intrinsic coordinate system), on top of

which a hierarchical grid – a hierarchy of areas – is

defined. The dimensionality d and the level of hierar-

chy L are two independent system parameters: d is a

(per-determined) parameter in the construction of the

coordinate system, reflecting the accuracy we desire to

approximate geographical proximity or network distance

among nodes4; whereas L is a key design parameter in

our system that can be optimized to balance the trade-

4Recent research [9], [10], [12], [11] shows that in an Euclidean

coordinate system with d ≤ 8 is sufficient to provide a fairly accurate

approximation to network distance.
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offs in minimizing query routing stretch and reducing

look-up service overheads.

Via geographically scoped hashing, an object is

mapped to a hash point (with a corresponding pointer

node) in each area in the node geo space. The hash

points (or pointer nodes) form an object search tree,

which ensures that object look-up can be done in at

most L steps. With some optimization, we will show that

the object look-up time is proportional to the distance

of a requesting node and a target node (even in the

worst-case!), with a small routing stretch. Furthermore,

our system can accommodate multiple copies of objects

easily – each copy results in a series of pointers planted

in its branch of the search tree. In fact, each requesting

node is guaranteed to find a nearby copy of a requested

object.

An important consequence of the hash point structure

(also referred to as the pointer structure) is that our

system can handle “flash crowds” effectively, eliminating

“hot spots” without exogenous mechanisms such as

caching. When an object becomes popular, duplicate

copies of the object are distributed to different parts of

the node geo space, and subsequently more pointers are

planted in various branches of the object search tree. As

a result, requests for the object can be served locally by

nearby pointer nodes.

The object pointer structure can be viewed in a sense

as a directory system overlaid on top of the node geo

space. The actual routing of queries from one point to

another point in the node geo space is independent of the

pointer structure (unlike the standard DHT, where query

look-up and routing are coupled). In other words, each

node also maintains a routing table separate from the

pointer information it maintains. This allows us to use

different mechanisms for proximity routing to optimize

design trade-offs. For instance, position-based greedy

forwarding (similar to that of CAN) can be used with

only constant size neighbor table maintained at each

other. Or we can employ Chord-like finger tables for

“jumping” to a remote area. In fact, different parts/nodes

in the node geo space can employ different routing

schemes as long as they are consistent. In a nutshell,

the object look-up steps (i.e., locating a node with a

copy of the requested object) are determined by the area

hierarchy (a function of L), whereas the actual path of

query routing (e.g., from one pointer node to another) is

determined by the underlying routing mechanisms.

There are several other salient features/advantages

afforded by our approach which we will only briefly

touch on here, as most of them are outside the scope

of this paper. First, similar to the standard DHT, failure

of nodes in our system has only localized impact with

few global ripple effects, and does not require global re-

stabilization. Another feature is that in our system only

pointers (certain directory information about an object)

are stored in some randomly hashed nodes. In other

words, nodes owning an object retain ownership. This

not only facilitates access control of objects, but also

allows managed replication of objects – for example,

popular objects can be replicated a priori across different

geographical regions, and stored only in nodes with

sufficient storage/bandwidth capacity. Furthermore, by

controlling the level to which the pointers are planted

along a branch of the search tree, a node can opt to

serve objects only to nodes in nearby regions.

Lastly, since in our approach we do not restrict how

object id is generated (say, by random hashing of object

names) nor impose any structure on the object id space,

it is possible to endow the object id space with certain

semantics, e.g., the “closeness” of two objects in the

object id space represent “similarity” of objects. By

using “prefix-” or “locality-” preserving random hash

functions [13], [14], it is plausible to build a distributed

P2P system that enables inexact search [15], while retain-

ing the properties of our approach such as the proximity

routing, load balancing and insensitivity to flash crowd.

We will explore these issues in future work.

III. LEOPARD LOOK-UP SERVICE

In this section we present the data structure and

algorithms used in Leopard for object look-up service.

A. Pointer Data Structure

In our system pointers – information about objects –

are stored in various pointer nodes for locating objects.

We now consider what information should be maintained

in a pointer. The most straightforward approach is to

simply maintain the precise information of an object

owner, i.e., its IP address, along with the object id in the

pointer. However such an approach has some drawbacks.

First, when many nodes in a high level area own a copy

of a popular object, the pointer node of that high-level

area will maintain a large number of pointers. Second,

every time a node publishes or withdraws an object, the

higher level pointer node has to be notified.

To avoid these drawbacks, we only maintain precise

information about individual object owners at level-0

pointer nodes, while higher-level pointer nodes maintain

only coarse or aggregate information: for l > 0, a pointer

node of level-l stores a TRUE/FALSE value (called a

branch indicator) for each of its 2d level-(l − 1) areas,

indicating whether the area contains an object owner.

Hence the amount of information per object stored at
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object id

hash point

level ( = 0 ) Entry Key

object id

branch #1 indicator

branch #2   indicator
d

level ( > 0 ) Entry Key
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presence of the object
in the lower level areas

...

object owner coordinates object owner coordinates

object owner IP address

object owner list
object owner IP address

. . .

hash point

Fig. 3. Formats of pointers: The upper panel shows the format

when the “Level” field equals zero; the lower panel shows the format

otherwise.

a higher-level pointer node is fixed, regardless of the

number of object owners in the area. By following a

series of branch indicators with TRUE values down a

branch of the object search tree until the level-0 pointer

node, the IP address of an object owner can be obtained.

Figure 3 shows the format of the pointer data structure.

The “object id” field stores the id of an object. The

“level” field stores the level of the pointer node for the

said object. The “hash point” field stores the hash point

of the object, H(ω,Al). These three fields constitute the

key of a pointer. The format of the rest of the fields

depends on whether l = 0. For level-0 pointer (the upper

panel in Fig.3), the “object owner list” field contains

a list of object owners in this level-0 area. For level-l
pointer, l > 0, the 2d “branch indicator” fields store a

TRUE/FALSE (1/0) value, indicating whether an object

owner exists in the corresponding level-(l − 1) area.

Figure 4(a)(left panel) depicts an object search tree

with d = 2 and L = 3, where five object owners a, b, c,

d, and e are located as shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, a

white node represents an inactive pointer node (no object

owner exists in the corresponding area). A black node

represents an active pointer node, i.e., a pointer node

with a pointer to the object. At the leaf black node, the

pointer stores the IP addresses of the object owners, and

at a level-l (l > 0) node, the pointer indicates an object

owner exists in its level-l area. Note that not all level-0

inactive nodes are shown in the figure.

B. Object Publish and Withdraw Operations

We now present the algorithms for object publish

and withdraw operations in Leopard. When an owner

a in a level-0 area A0 wants to publish an object ω, it

first computes the hash point H(ω,A0), and then sends

an object publish request (with its IP address and its

coordinate attached) to the corresponding level-0 pointer

node n := P(ω,A0). If the pointer node n is active,

namely, it already has a pointer to object ω stored,

it simply appends node a’s IP address and coordinate

to the object owner list in the pointer. Otherwise, it

creates a level-0 pointer data structure and fills out the

fields accordingly. In addition, the level-0 pointer node

n notifies the level-1 pointer node P(ω,A1) that its area

contains an owner of object ω in a recursive process.

This process continues until either an active pointer node

or the root (top-level) pointer node is reached. During

the process, the corresponding branch indicators at the

higher level pointer nodes are set accordingly.

Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code for the object

publish operation. When a node a wants to publish an

object ω, it invokes the function (a remote procedure

call) n.publish(ω, 0, a.coordinate, a.IP ), where n :=
H(ω,A0) is the level-0 pointer node of object ω in

A0. This results in an object publish request being sent

to the level-0 pointer node P(ω,A0) (the node closest

to H(ω,A0)), which then executes the steps listed in

the algorithm. In particular, lookupPointer uses the

arguments as the key to look up the pointer directory

stored at P(ω,A0) to find a pointer entry for object

ω; storePointer stores the arguments in the appropriate

fields in the pointer entry; and given l, getBranchID

maps a coordinate to the level-l area (or rather its index

∈ [0, 2d − 1]) to which it belongs.

Algorithm 1 : n.publish(ω, l, a.coord, a.IP )

1: entry ⇐ lookupPointer(ω, l,H(ω,Al))
2: if l = 0 then

3: storePointer(ω, l,H(ω,Al), a.coord, a.IP )
4: if entry = NULL then

5: n′ ⇐ H(ω,Al+1)
6: n′.publish(ω, l + 1, a.coord, n.IP )
7: else

8: if entry = NULL then

9: entry ⇐ storePointer(ω, l,H(ω,Al))
10: n′ ⇐ H(ω,Al+1)
11: n′.publish(ω, l + 1, a.coord, n.IP )
12: br id ⇐ getBranchID(l − 1, a.coord)
13: entry.branch[br id] ⇐ TRUE

14: return

When an owner a in a level-0 area A0 wants to

withdraw an object ω, again it computes the hash point

H(ω,A0), and then sends an object withdraw request

to the level-0 pointer node P(ω,A0). If there is another

owner (besides a) listed in the pointer, the pointer node n
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Fig. 4. (a) Initially, a object search tree (left) have five owners (a, b, c, d, and e). After f publishes and a withdraws, the object search

tree becomes the one on the right.

(b) Three examples of propagation of query message. In all the examples, a query starts at a level-0 pointer node, and propagates “upwards”,

until an active pointer node is found. After that, the message propagates “downwards”, until an active level-0 pointer node is reached.

simply deletes a from the object owner list of the pointer.

However, if a is the last owner listed in the pointer,

the pointer is deleted (and the pointer node becomes

inactive). Furthermore, the pointer node n contacts the

next higher level pointer node in a recursive process.

Due to the space limit, we do not present the pseudo

code of the withdraw algorithm which is very similar to

the object publish algorithm.

Fig. 4(a) shows an example where node f publishes

and node a withdraws. The resulting state of the search

tree is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4(a). As we can

see, by storing the aggregate information of “whether a

branch contains a owner of ω or not,” high-level pointer

nodes are often not affected when many copies of the

object exist in a region. As objects are published and

withdrawn dynamically, Leopard maintains the following

invariants about an object ω’s pointer nodes.

• A level-0 pointer node has a pointer for each owner

of ω in its level-0 area.

• A level-l (l > 0) pointer node has a pointer for ω
if and only if there exists at least one owner in its

level-l area, and the branch indicator fields of the

pointer indicate correctly whether or not each of its

level-(l − 1) areas contains an owner or not.

C. Object Query Operation

In Leopard, object query operation is performed as

follows. When a node x in a level-0 area X0 wants to

look up for an object ω, it sends a query for object ω to

the pointer node P(ω,X0). If the pointer node contains a

level-0 pointer for ω, it replies to x with the IP address of

an owner. Otherwise, the pointer node recursively queries

the higher-level pointer nodes, until a pointer to object

ω is found. Starting at that pointer node, the query is

sent down to the lower-level pointer nodes by following

a branch where the branch indicators are TRUE, until a

level-0 pointer node is reached. The level-0 pointer node

then replies node x with the IP address of an owner.

Figure 4(b) illustrates three examples (Q1, Q2 and Q3)

of object query paths.

The pseudo code for object query operation

is shown in Algorithm 2. When x wants to

query for object ω, it invokes the function

n.query(ω, 0, x.coordinate, x.IP ), where

n := H(ω,X0). A query request message is then

sent to the pointer node P(ω,X0), which executes the

steps listed in the algorithm.

Algorithm 2 : n.query(ω, l, x.coord, x.IP )

1: entry ⇐ lookupPointer(ω, l,H(ω,Xl))
2: if entry = NULL then

3: n′ ⇐ H(ω,Xl+1)
4: n′.query(ω, l + 1, x.coord, x.IP )
5: else

6: if l = 0 then

7: replyClient(ω, x.coord, x.IP )
8: else

9: randomly pick a branch among all the branches

with entry.branch[i] = TRUE

10: n′ ⇐ next lower level owner on the branch

picked

11: n′.query(ω, l − 1, x.coord, x.IP )
12: return

Leopard object query algorithm ensures that if an

owner a of object ω and the node x share a common

level-l area Al, then the query can be performed in 2l
steps. In fact, the actual distance (in the node geo space)

traversed by the query message is also bounded by O(rl),
where rl is the side length of a level-l area. This property

is formally stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 1: Suppose a node x querying for an object

ω and an object owner a share a level-l area, with l
being the smallest level possible. Then the total distance

traversed by the query message is bounded by 4
√

drl,

where rl is the side length of a level-l area.

Proof: For dj be the maximum distance between

any two points within a level-j area, i.e., dj =
√

drj =√
d2jr0. Note that along the same branch of the object

search tree, a level-j and level-(j+1) hash points/pointer

nodes reside in the same level-(j + 1) area. Hence the
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total distance traversed by the query message is bounded

by D ≤ ∑l
j=0 dj +

∑l
j=i dj < 2 · ∑l

j=0

√
d · r0 · 2j <

4
√

d · r0 · 2l = 4
√

drl.

Note that Theorem1 gives a worst-case bound on the

distance traversed by the query message. In Section V

we will introduce some further optimization in the object

look-up operation, and show that Leopard guarantees that

a node querying for an object can always find a nearby

copy, and the distance traversed by the query is at most a

constant factor of the optimal distance, i.e., the distance

from the requesting node to the closest object owner.

D. Mitigating Hot Spots

In Leopard we impose a simple rule on nodes which

request for an object and require them to publish the

newly acquired copies of the object for at least a short

period of time. Certainly a node can publish a copy

of an object for a long time, if so desired. This rule

is inspired by the BitTorrent system [16] and is more

formally specified as follows:

A node x starting the transfer(downloading) of

an object ω from another node must publish ω
for the duration of the object transfer. After fin-

ishing transfer of ω, x can withdraw. However,

for any transfer request accepted by x during

its publishing period, x must finish the object

transfer even after x has withdrawn.

There are several benefits of this rule. First, with this

rule the number of copies of an object in the network

is roughly proportional to the number of short-term

requests for the object. In the event of a sudden “flash

crowd” requesting for the same object, the number of

nodes owning a copy of the object quickly multiplies.

As a result, the cost of transferring a copy of the object

to the requesters is amortized over a large set of object

owners. Second, objects are duplicated on the requesting

nodes, thus close to the subsequent requests when the

“flash crowd” themselves are highly localized (e.g., for

objects related to some regional event). Since Leopard

helps a requesting node find a nearby copy of the object,

the query traffic associated with the popular object will

be mostly confined to a local region, with minimal

impact on other part of the network. Lastly, the rule

mandates each transferring node to serve the object for

only a short period of time (the transferring period of an

object). Therefore, the impact on the nodes with limited

resources is expected to be moderate. In particular, after

the “flash crowd” dissipate, the number of copies of

the object will quickly diminish, thereby releasing the

storage resource on the owners.

...

P
L

P
0

P
1

P
2

a a
Object

Owner

Pointer

Node

b
0

b
1

b
2

b
L

Fig. 5. Example of object search tree

We next analyze the upper bounds of two metrics

related to the hot spot problem. The first metric, called

owner service count, is defined as the number of ob-

ject transfer requests an object owner serves during

its publishing time (assuming it withdraws immediately

after finishing downloading itself). The second metric,

called pointer node service count is the number of query

messages a pointer node serves during a downloading

period (assuming the downloading time of all object

transfers are the same).

Theorem 2: The number of object transfer requests

that an object owner serves during its downloading time

is bounded by L + O(n0), where n0 is the average

number of nodes in a level-0 area.

Proof: We assume that a pointer node (of level

l > 0) directs the queries in such a way that each

branch (pointer nodes in the lower level area) serves

equal number of queries. In other words, it always selects

a branch that has served the least number of queries so

far. For the simplicity of analysis, we assume that the

downloading time is the same for all requests and the

queries are serialized. Consider a node a that just started

to download an object and published it (as shown in

Fig. 5). A query from a branch bl goes to a pointer node

Pl if there is no copy under bl. Pl may forward the query

to Pl−1, and down to P0 if no other branch has the object.

After a node under bl is served by a, no other queries

from bl comes to a because there is a copy under bl

at least until node a withdraws the object. Furthermore,

since Pl will direct any query from its children to the

branch that recently acquires the object, node a can serve

at most one query from each Pl, where l > 0. On the

other hand, assuming P0 chooses the closest node to the

query originator in the level-0 area, a may have to serve

all the queries from the area. Therefore, the total owner

service count of node a is bounded by L + O(n0).

Theorem 3: The number of queries that an pointer

node serves during one downloading period is bounded

by L + O(n0) (for level-0 pointer node) or L + 2d
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(otherwise), where n0 is the average number of nodes

in a level-0 area.

Proof: Let Pl be a pointer node of level l > 0.

Pl may have to serve queries at most once from each

of its lower level pointer nodes. This amounts to 2d. Pl

may also have to serve queries from Pk, where k > l.
For the same reason presented in the proof of Theorem

2, this amounts to L − l. Therefore, for Pl (l > 0) an

upper bound is L− l + 2d. For P0, the number of query

from upper level is L−0 = L (same reason above). The

number of query from lower level, i.e., directly from

query originator, is O(n0). To summarize, we have

C(Pi) =

{

L − l + 2d if l > 0
L + O(n0) if l = 0

.

Since N ≈ n0 · (2d)L, we have L = O( log (N/n0)
d ).

In particular, by simply choosing n0 = O(1), the two

metrics are bounded by L + O(1) = O( log N
d ) and L +

2d = O( log N
d + 2d) respectively. Therefore, Theorem

2 and 3 guarantees that regardless of the object request

rate, the upper bounds of the owner service count and the

pointer node service count during a downloading period

are proportional to log N . Finally, we point out that the

bounds presented here are the worst case bounds. In our

simulation experiments (Section VI), we will show that

the vast majority of nodes have the service counts of

only one or two, only very small number of nodes have

the services counts close to the two bounds.

IV. NODE SPACE MANAGEMENT

In this section we describe the node space manage-

ment issues and how routing is performed in the node

geo space. We will also discuss how node failures are

handled in Leopard.

In Leopard each node a is not only assigned a d-

dimensional coordinate (denoted by (xa
1, . . . , x

a
d)), but

is also responsible for a portion (or subspace) of the

node space called a zone. In other words, the node

geo space is divided into zones, one per node, which

satisfy the following two properties: 1) the boundaries

of a zone are hyper-planes perpendicular to axises of

dimensions (this is similar to CAN); and 2) every point

in the geo space belongs to a zone, and a node’s zone

must contain its coordinate (this differs from CAN).

A node a’s zone, denoted by Za, can be represented

by d ranges {[ua
1 , v

a
1), [ua

2 , v
a
2), . . . , [ua

d, v
a
d)}, such that

ua
i ≤ xa

i < va
i ,∀1 ≤ i ≤ d.

A neighbor zone of Za is a zone that is adjacent to Za

on one of its boundaries. Formally, Zb is a neighboring

zone of Za if ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that ua
i = vb

i or va
i =

ub
i , and ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , d}\{i}, [ua

j , va
j )∩[ub

j , v
b
j) 6= Φ, i.e.,

there exists a dimension such that the ranges of the two

zones are adjacent, and for all the remaining dimensions,

the ranges of the two zones overlap.

In addition to maintaining its own zone information,

each node also maintains a neighbor table about its

neighbor zones: the ranges of neighbor zones and the

coordinate and IP address of the nodes owning them.

Zones are dynamically created and re-structured as nodes

join and leave the node geo space, which we will

elaborate on later. Note also that the zone structure is

independent of the area hierarchy defined earlier.

A. Greedy Forwarding in Node Space

Recall that in Leopard query look-up operations are

separate from how queries are actually routed from

one point/node to another point/node in the geo space.

Having described the zone structure, we are now in a

position to describe how routing is performed in the

node geo space. We present a very simple and basic

forwarding mechanism – greedy forwarding – which

relies only on the neighbor table maintained by each

node.

We first introduce a distance metric defined with

respect to the zone structure for measuring the “distance”

between a zone Za and a point p in the geo space, which

is given by

D(Za, p) = min{dq|∀q ∈ Za, dq = ||q − p||}.

Hence the distance metric between a zone Za and a point

p is measured as the distance between the closest point

in the zone (to p) and the point p5. Since zones are all of

hyper-rectangular shape in the node space, it is simple

to calculate the distance metric as defined above. Let q∗

denote the closest point in Za (to p), we can obtain its

coordinates as follows.

xq∗

i =







xp
i if xp

i ∈ [ua
i , v

a
i )

ua
i if xp

i < ua
i

va
i if xp

i ≥ va
i

Fig. 6(a) shows the corresponding q∗’s for three different

points p1, p2 and p3.

Using the above distance metric, the node that is

“closest” to a point p in the geo space is defined to be

the node a∗ that minimizes D(Za∗ , p) among all nodes.

In particular, for a point p within Za, node a is always

the closest.

5We adopt this definition of distance metric to ensure the cor-

rectness of our greedy forwarding algorithm. More straightforward

definitions, e.g., defining the metric as the distance between the zone

center and the destination, may suffer the local minima problem: a

node may have no “closer” neighbor than itself; thus forwarding loop

may occur.
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Fig. 6. (a) Examples of determining the closest point in a zone to

a target point. (b) An example of zone splitting.

We now present the basic greedy forwarding algorithm

in the node geo space, which is really simple: The

forwarding is based on the coordinate of the destination

point/node, and requires only neighbor tables to be

maintained by the nodes. To forward a message to a

target point p, if the current node is the closest to

p, then the current node is the destination; otherwise

the current node forwards the message to the neighbor

node whose zone is the closest to p among all neighbor

zones. The following theorem states that our basic greedy

forwarding algorithm works correctly.

Theorem 4: The basic greedy forwarding algorithm,

i.e., forwarding a message to the neighbor closest to

a destination point, always delivers the message to the

destination eventually.

Proof: We show that a node a always has a

neighbor closer to the destination point x if x is not in a’s

zone. Let Za be a’s zone. Imagine an enclosing hyper-

rectangle, denoted by Z ′

a, that includes all the point of

Za, yet whose boundaries are infinitesimally close to the

boundaries of Za. Obviously, x /∈ Z ′

a, and all the points

on the boundary of Z ′

a belongs to some neighboring zone

of a. Now consider any line segment between a point

p ∈ Za and x, it must contain a point p′ that is on the

boundary of Z ′

a, i.e., ||p′ − x|| < ||p − x||. Since every

point in the space belongs to a zone, p′ must belongs to

one of Za’s neighboring zone, which is closer to x than

Za. Furthermore, as the distance to the destination point

decreases at each step, loop is impossible. Since there

are only finite number of nodes in the network, a packet

always reaches the destination eventually.

B. Node Join and Leave

When a node a wants to join Leopard, it follows the

procedure below.

1) a obtains its coordinates through an external ser-

vice, e.g., the GNP system [9]. Usually, this

involves measuring the round-trip times from a
to a set of landmark nodes, and computing its

coordinate based on some objective functions.

2) a finds a bootstrap node b in Leopard, e.g., through

a well-known rendezvous point (say a website).

3) a sends out a Join Request message through the

bootstrap node b, carrying a’s coordinate as the

destination. Using the greedy forwarding algo-

rithm, the Join Request message will arrive at the

node currently owning a zone that contains a’s

coordinate, say c.

4) a and c split the zone. To do so, we first choose a

dimension in which a and c’s coordinates have the

largest difference. We then divide the zone into two

parts at the mid-point along the chosen dimension.

Each part serves as one node’s new zone. Figure

6(b) shows an example of zone splitting. Note that

since we always split a zone along one dimension,

zones always have hyper-rectangular shapes, i.e.,

their boundaries are all hyperplanes perpendicular

to the axises of the coordinate system.

5) After obtaining new zones, a and c each updates

its neighbor table. Note that both a and c’s new

neighbor sets are subsets of node c’s original

neighbor set (with the only exception being node

c and a themselves). Therefore, they can check all

the zones in c’s original neighbor table to find out

all their new neighbors.

When a node a leaves the network gracefully, it

performs the following procedure.

1) a withdraws all the objects it is currently publish-

ing.

2) a notifies its neighbors of its intention of withdraw-

ing. Those neighbors with zones mergable with

a’s zone will take over, appropriately dividing a’s

zone into sub-zones if necessary, so that they can

be merged with their own zones. (The sub-division

of the zone is necessary to maintain the two prop-

erties postulated in the beginning of this section.

A side advantage of this zone sub-division, the

neighboring zones are locally re-balanced, sharing

the query loads in a’s old zone.)

3) a transfers all the state information (pointers) to

those nodes that are taking over its zone.

C. Node Failure Recovery

Nodes in a P2P system may leave or fail abruptly,

without notifying any other node or transferring the

state information stored on them. In Leopard several

mechanisms are employed to enhance failure resiliency.

To detect node failures, neighboring nodes send peri-

odic “hello” messages to maintain neighbor relationship.

When a node failure is detected, one or two neighboring

nodes will take over the zone of the failed node.
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Fig. 7. Recover lost pointers: 1. A query issued to p2, the node with

lost pointers; 2. p2 queries its parent recursively without knowing a

pointer is missing on itself; 3. The parent recognizes the exception,

and indicates p2 to reconstruct its pointers for the object; 4. p2

reconstructs the pointers by checking all its child nodes, and resume

the query process as if it just received the query from a child.

When a node fails, those neighbors that have taken

over its zone are now responsible for processing any

subsequent publish and query messages for hash points

originally belonging to the failed node. However, the

pointers previously stored on the failed node are lost. To

address this problem, two types of solutions are used in

Leopard. First, each object owner periodically “refresh”

its level-0 pointer node, and each (non-root) pointer node

P(ω,Al) periodically “refresh” its parent P(ω,Al+1)
in the object search tree. The refresh message contains

the object id, level, and hash point H(ω,Ai). In this

way, a node taking over a failed zone can restore all

the lost pointers at the next refresh period. To minimize

the overheads associated with the pointer refreshing, the

refresh period is likely to be set to a relatively large

value.

Second, we introduce a demand-driven mechanism for

possibly faster pointer recovery, which is particularly

useful to frequently requested objects. Using this mech-

anism, a pointer node with missing pointers reconstructs

the pointers on demand when a query message arrives.

We observe that if a pointer node P(ω,Al) (for l > 0)

discovers that a level-l pointer for ω is missing, it can

easily reconstruct the pointer by checking all its child

nodes in the object search tree. Often the arrival of a

query message serves as a kind of “reminder” for a

pointer node that it has missing pointers. Recall that

object query process proceeds in two stages: first, a query

message is sent recursively to higher level pointer nodes,

until an active pointer node is reached; then the query

message is sent downwards to lower level pointer nodes,

until a level-0 pointer node is reached. Note that when

a query message is sent to a lower level pointer node,

it is expected that a pointer exists at the pointer node.

Therefore, if a pointer node receives a “downward” query

message for an object ω and level l, yet finds that it does

not have a pointer, it recognizes that a pointer for ω at

level l is missing. It then reconstructs the missing pointer

by querying its child pointer nodes.

An example is shown in Fig. 7. A query message is

sent upwards to the pointer node with missing pointer(s)

(denoted by p2) from a child. Since p2 does not have

a pointer for the object, it sends the query message

recursively to its parent p3, as usual. However, p3 knows

that p2 should have a pointer for ω (from its corre-

sponding branch indicator). Thereby it recognizes the

exception and sends an error message to p2, prompting

p2 to reconstruct its pointers. Assuming that no pair

of parent and child nodes in an object search tree fail

simultaneously, this method recovers the lost pointer

correctly.

In our implementation of Leopard, we use both

the demand-driven method and the periodic refreshing

method. We note that the demand-driven method works

well when object query rate is high in the network, while

the periodic refreshing method works well otherwise.

Therefore, the two methods complement each other.

To further enhance resiliency, we can also employ

replication by using multiple sets of hash functions,

similar to the “multiple realities” employed in CAN.

In this way multiple object search trees with the same

topology are constructed. Corresponding nodes in these

trees are substantiated by different nodes in the system,

and they essentially serve as backups to each other. When

a node realizes that it needs to recover a pointer, it can

simply contact one of the corresponding nodes in another

reality. The drawback of this method is that the storage

overhead is multiplied by the number of realities in the

network. Also, publish and withdraw operations must be

performed for every reality in the network.

V. LEOPARD OPTIMIZATION

In this section we discuss several optimizations in

Leopard that further improve its performance.

A. Bounding Queries to Nearby Copies

In the basic design of Leopard look-up service pre-

sented in Section III, when a node publishes an object,

pointers to the object are planted only along the branch

of the object search tree corresponding to the areas

containing the node. Because of the strict area hierarchy

introduced, two neighboring areas, say, level-0 areas,

may belong to different parts of the hierarchy. As a

result, a node locating an object may not always find

a nearby copy of the object. For example, in Figure 8

node x is looking for an object ω, which both nodes s1

and s2 have. Although s2 is closer to node x, because it

falls in the other part of the area hierarchy, node x goes

to s1 for the object.
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Fig. 8. An example of using sibling

indicators to find the closest copy of an

object. Without sibling indicators, x finds

s1, with sibling indicators, x finds s2.
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Fig. 9. The same example of Figure 8, illustrated from

the perspective of object search trees. (a) The query

path of x finding server s1, in the tree without sibling

indicators; (b) The query path of x finding server s2, in

the tree with sibling indicators.
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Fig. 10. Extreme cases in com-

paring the located owner and the

nearest owner.

This problem can be easily addressed in Leopard look-

up service via a simple optimization: at each level l, the

so-called sibling indicators may be planted at pointer

nodes in neighboring areas to jump from one branch to

another branch of the object search tree. The modified

publish, withdraw and query operations are given as

below:

Publish:During the publish procedure, when a pointer

node s stores a pointer for an object ω at level-

l for the first time, it also sends a message to

the pointer nodes in the neighboring (level-l)
areas, so that these pointer nodes can store a

sibling indicator pointing to s at level l.
Withdraw:When the last pointer for ω at level-l is deleted

on s, s sends a message to each of its sibling

indicator nodes to withdraw the sibling indica-

tors.

Query:During the query process, when a level-l
pointer node being queried does not contain

a pointer for the object ω (from one of its

child level-(l−1) areas), it first checks whether

it has a sibling indicator. If yes, the query is

forwarded through one of the sibling indica-

tors randomly picked (in case multiple sibling

indicators exist); otherwise, it is forwarded to

the level-(l + 1) pointer node as usual.

Consider again the example in Fig. 8. When s2 sends a

publish request to the level-0 pointer node, p′′0, of object

ω, p′′0 also informs the level-0 pointer nodes in each of

the eight (8 = 32 − 1) neighboring level-0 areas (as

shaded in Fig. 8) that its area contains a copy of ω. Hence

each of these eight pointer nodes maintains a sibling

indicator to p′′0, as shown in Figure 9(b). When the same

query for ω is issued by node x, the (optimized) query

path is illustrated in Figure 9(b) – this time the nearby

node s2 is found.

With the addition of sibling indicators, we can prove

the following worst case upper bound on the query

distance, the proof of which can be found in the Ap-

pendix. Theorem 5 states that Leopard look-up service

guarantees to find a nearby owner of the object: the

distance to the located owner is, in the worst-case, larger

than that to the closest owner by a constant factor. In

other words, the owner located is nearly optimal.

Theorem 5: Consider a node x that queries for an

object ω. Let the owner located by Leopard be s1, and

the closest owner to x in the network be s2. Let D(a, b)
be the distance between any two points a and b in the geo

space. Then we have either D(x, s1)−D(x, s2) ≤ 2
√

dr0

or
D(x,s1)
D(x,s2)

≤ 4
√

d, where r0 is the side length of a level-0
area.

B. Enhancing Forwarding With Fingers

The basic greedy forwarding in the node geo space

requires only a neighbor table to be maintained at

each node. Although it reduces the routing and storage

overheads, it may results in a relatively large number of

forwarding steps before reaching a target node in the

node geo space. Clearly there is a trade-off between

routing table size and forwarding steps, as in the standard

DHT. To reduce the intermediate forwarding steps, we

can employ chord-like fingers (i.e., short-cuts) [4] to

bypass intermediate forwarding steps. In our context a

finger is an entry containing a (coordinate, IP address)

pair of a node. A node maintaining fingers that point to

far-away coordinates can send packets directly to these
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locations (in one step on the overlay, using IP addresses),

thereby making “leaps” on node the geo space.

In Leopard we build the finger tables based on the

area hierarchy. For each node a, let Al, l = 0, 1, . . . , L,

be the level-l area it resides. In addition to the neighbor

table, node a also builds a finger table as follows. For

l = 0, 1, . . . , L−1, it maintains one finger for each of the

2d − 1 level-l areas (other than Al) which are contained

in Al+1; we refer to this finger as a level-l finger. The

level-l finger of a level-l area, A′

l ⊂ Al+1, contains the

coordinate and IP address of a node residing in A′

l. Hence

each node maintains (2d − 1)L finger entries.

We can populate the finger tables at each node in

two ways. One is a pro-active approach: each node can

randomly generate a point in the level-l area A′

l, locate

the node that contains the point, and store the coordinate

and IP address of the node in the finger entry for A′

l.

Another way is via piggy-backing: for example, we can

piggy-back the coordinates and IP addresses of pointer-

nodes in other areas when performing object look-up

operations. In the latter, there is no guarantee that all

finger entries will be populated.

Assuming the piggy-back scheme is used, we can

establish the following bound on the expected number of

forwarding steps. The proof of the theorem is relegated

to the Appendix.

Theorem 6: With the finger table, the expected num-

ber of forwarding steps Leopard takes for routing from a

source node to reach the level-0 area of a target node is

upper bounded by L/P , where P = 1 −
[

(2d
−1)L−1

(2d
−1)L

]κL

is the probability that a finger table entry is non-empty,

and κ is the average number of objects each node owns

in the network.

In a dense network (node geo space) with a large

number of nodes and objects, P ≈ 1. Theorem 6 shows

that the expected number of steps to reach the level-0
area of a target node is bound by O(L). Furthermore,

if we build a full finger table using the pro-active

approach, it is straightforward to see that the number

of forwarding steps to reach the level-0 area of a target

node is upper-bounded by L. In fact, the number of

forwarding steps from a source node s to reach the level-

0 area of a target node t is approximately proportional

to the logarithm of the distance D(s, t) between the two

nodes, i.e., O(log D(s, t)). Let ρ0 denote the maximum

number of forwarding steps within an level-0 area. The

total number of forwarding steps is thus bounded by

O(log D(s, t)) + ρ0. Assuming that ρ0 is a constant

(which is the case when the number of nodes in each

level-0 area is a constant, or a complete routing table is

built among nodes within each level-0 area), the actual
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Fig. 11. The cumulative distribution of coordinates of each dimen-

sion obtained from a GNP data set (8 dimensions are used)

routing distance can be shown to be O(D(s, t)), yielding

a constant routing stretch.

With the two optimizations presented in this section,

we see that Leopard guarantees that a node requesting for

an object is able to locate a nearby owner of the object.

Furthermore, the total query look-up and routing latency

is roughly (with an additive constant ρ0) proportional

to the distance between a requesting node and a target

node, yielding a constant routing stretch.

VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Leop-

ard through simulations. To evaluate the system design

choices, we consider 3 key parameters in Leopard :

dimension d of the node geo space, hierarchy level L,

and the node distribution. We use d = 2 and 8 since

d = 2 can be used to reflect the actual geographical

coordinates, and d = 8 is shown to be accurately

approximate the distance between two nodes in the

Internet [10], [9]. The hierarchy level L is determined

such that the number of nodes in level-0 areas does not

exceed a small constant with high probability. When the

node distribution is uniform, L = O(log N/d), where

N is the number of nodes in the system. Uniform node

distribution is easy to generate, analyze and simulate.

However, it is well known that the Internet shows non

uniform node distributions. To generate non-uniform

distributions that models the Internet nodes, we use the

coordinate distributions generated by the GNP data sets

[17]. Using one of the data sets, Fig. 11 shows the

distribution of the coordinates of each dimension, where

the virtual coordinates of 869 nodes are generated via

15 landmarks and 8 dimensions. As can be seen in

Fig. 11, most of the coordinates center around 0 while

some coordinates are far away from 0. In our simulation,

one coordinate for each dimension is chosen based on

the distribution of the coordinates in the corresponding

dimension of the GNP data set. Since we choose the
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coordinate of each dimension independently, we may

loose some correlation between dimensions as in the

GNP data set. Nonetheless, it generates coordinates with

non-uniform distributions that approximate those of the

GNP data set. We evaluate the performance of Leopard

using both uniform and non-uniform distributions.

A. Query Length and Distance

We first evaluate the performance of Leopard in terms

query length. Query length is defined as the number

of nodes (including intermediate nodes involved in for-

warding queries from one pointer node to another in the

node geo space) traversed until the query is resolved.

To evaluate the query length performance of Leopard,

we construct a network with N = 2n nodes. We vary

n from 9 to 17 and measure the query lengths by

generating queries to randomly selected objects. For each

value of n, we run the simulation 5 times. We use 3

different parameter sets : d = 2, L = 8 with uniform

node distribution, d = 8, L = 2 with uniform node

distribution, and d = 8, L = 13 with non-uniform node

distribution. L is chosen such that the number of nodes in

any level-0 area is a small constant in the largest 217 node

network we simulate6. The finger table in this simulation

is constructed only from piggybacking of object publish

messages. Hence the finger table at a node will contain

only information about active pointer nodes and object

owners. For simplicity we assume that the number of

objects is equal to the number of nodes, i.e., 2n objects,

which amounts to one object per node on the average.

Consequently, the finger table at an average node has

many empty entries. After constructing the network,

we generate 10,000 queries by randomly selecting a

requesting node and a target object. To evaluate the

6With this fixed L, there are many empty (level-0) areas in the

smaller networks.

query performance without the benefit of multiple copies

of objects, the requesting node does not publish the

acquired copy after successfully resolved queries.

Fig.12 shows the distributions of query lengths over

different network sizes with different system parameter

sets. We see that the query lengths increase logarith-

mically with the number of nodes in all three settings,

especially when the number of nodes is large. While the

trends of the two settings with uniform node distribution

look similar, the actual lengths are quite different. This

is due to two factors: the expected number of lengths

in the node geo space, O(N 1/d), decreases with d, and

with the same number of nodes N , the hierarchy level

L is smaller for large d, (L = 2 with d = 8). More

interestingly, comparing the two settings with the same d
but different node distributions (which produce different

L’s due to the way L is chosen), the query lengths for

the non-uniform node distribution case are quite similar

to those for the uniform node distribution. Since in the

non-uniform case, the hierarchy level L is 13, we would

have expected to see longer query lengths. The similarity

of the two results can be attributed to the following

observation. Even though the overall node distribution is

non-uniform, it is quite likely that the node distribution

in part of the node geo space (e.g., around the center,

cf. Fig. 11) can be quite uniform. Hence in this region

nodes form a similar hierarchy as in the uniform case. In

other words, the actual height of object search trees in

this region is likely to be similar to that in the uniform

case, therefore producing similar query lengths to those

in the uniform case. For those nodes outside this region,

however, query lengths will be larger. This explains the

(slightly) larger 99th quantiles for the uniform case (this

is not very legible from the plots, but actual data do

show so). As an aside, we note that the query hops can

be further reduced if we populate the finger tables more

aggressively (e.g., piggybacking also via object query

messages, or using the pro-active finger construction

approach mentioned in Section V).

To verify that the Leopard query look-up and routing

indeed produces small routing stretch, we now evaluate

its performance in term of query distance, which is

computed by summing up the (geographical) distance of

each query hop. The distance of a query hop (from one

node to another) is defined as the geographical distance

between the two nodes in the node geo space. Provided

that the geographical distance in the node geo space well

approximates the network distance/latency, the ratio of

the query distance to the geographical distance in the

node geo space provides a good measure of routing

stretch. For this study, we construct a network consisting

of 105 nodes, uniformly distributed. We then distribute
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1,000 objects into random nodes such that first object

has only 1 copy, second object has 2 copies and the

3rd object has 3 copies, and so forth. All copies of each

object are located in random nodes. We generate 100,000

queries by randomly selecting a node and a target object,

and compute the resulting query distance. Fig. 13 shows

the distribution of the query distances grouped by the

smallest common areas that contain both the querying

nodes and the located nodes (i.e., the nodes located by

Leopard with a copy of the requested objects, we will

refer to these nodes located nodes and the copies of the

requested objects located copies). The x-axis in Fig. 13

represents the length of the side of the smallest common

area, normalized by the r0, the side length of level-0

areas. We see that on the average the “routing stretch”

(the ratio of the query distance over the side length of

the smallest area containing both nodes) is very small

(< 2; for the 95% percentile it is less than 2.5, and even

in the worst-cases, it is below 3). Simulations using non-

uniform node distribution yield similar results, which are

not shown here due to space limitation.

B. Locating Nearby Copies

One of the distinguished features of Leopard is its

ability to locate a nearby copy of the queried object. To

evaluate how successful Leopard is in locating a nearby

copy of a requested object, we measure the (geographi-

cal) distance between the querying node and the located

copy/node by Leopard. We construct a system with 105

nodes and 100 unique objects (d = 2, L = 8). The num-

ber of copies of each object is 2k, where k varies from

1 to 9. Thus, only very small fraction of nodes (0.002

% to 0.512 %) have a copy of each object. For a given

k, we randomly choose nodes to generate a query for a

randomly selected object. The total number of queries

are 5,000. For each value of k, we run the simulation 5

times with different seeds. For each value of k, we com-

pute the average, median, 5 percentile and 95 percentile

of the distances of the aggregated 5, 000 × 5 = 25, 000
queries. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the distances

from querying nodes to the located copies. The average

and median distances to the object decrease quickly as

the number of copies grows. To show how well Leopard

performs, we compute the ratio of the distance from the

querying node to the located copy over that to the nearest

one, this measure is referred to as nearness factor.

Fig. 15 shows the distribution of the nearness factors.

The average, median, 85th percentile and 99th percentile

are computed over different number of copies. Note that

the results shown here are using Leopard without sibling

indicator optimization. We see that overall the nearness

factor is quite small. In particular, the median of the

nearness factors (the lowest point on the vertical lines)

is very close to 1, and does not change very much as

the number of copies of objects increases. Hence for

half of the querying nodes, they are able to find the

nearest copy. Furthermore, 85th percentile is around 2.

Even without sibling indicator optimization, the 99th

percentile is only slightly higher than the upper bound

4
√

2 of our analysis (for Leopard with sibling indicator

optimization). With sibling indicator optimization, the

worst-case performance of Leopard can be significantly

reduced. Due to space limitation, we do not show these

results here.

C. Flash Crowd Mitigation

We now evaluate the effectiveness of Leopard in

flash crowd mitigation. We generate queries to a single

popular object (called target object) with different query

rates and measure the object owner service count and

pointer node service count to show how the two metrics

change over different query rates. The simulation starts

with 105 nodes. Nodes in the system join and leave

continuously as a Poisson process with mean rate of 15
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nodes per second. Thus, 15 nodes join and 15 nodes

leave in a second on average. After some warm up time

(4,000 seconds), a randomly chosen node publishes the

target object. Then, queries are generated with a Poisson

distribution with a mean rate of 2q queries per second,

where q varies from 0 to 6. Each query is generated

from a randomly chosen node. The simulation lasts 1,000

seconds, so a total of about 1, 000×2q queries are gener-

ated. With an average query rate of 26(= 64) per second,

in 1,000 seconds, 64,000 nodes will get a copy. Object

downloading time is fixed to 100 seconds. (Note that

relative to the downloading time, the average query rate

of 26(= 64) per second is quite high.) Each node follows

the rule for the flash crowd mitigation. It publishes an

object pointer information when it starts downloading,

and withdraws it immediately after downloading. The

original object owner (the first publishing node) also

withdraws the object after 100 seconds. In a steady state,

the system maintains about 100×2q copies of the object

because of the publishing rule. For each value of q, we

repeat the simulation 5 times. Since the query for an

object is independent from queries for other objects, this

simulation can show the general performance of Leopard

during a “flash crowd”. Two different sets of system

parameters are used: i) d = 2 and L = 8 with uniform

node distribution, and ii) d = 8 and L = 13 with non-

uniform node distribution.

As the analysis in Section III shows, the (theoretical)

upper bound of the object owner service count is in-

dependent of the query rates. Hence we do not expect

“flash crowds” to increase the worst case owner service

count. Fig.16(a) shows the fraction of object owners with

a given service count under various query rates7. (The

result excludes object owners with service count 0, thus

7For clarity, we show only the result of query rates 1,4,16 and 64.

Other results are similar.

they receive no queries.) As expected from the analysis,

the distributions are nearly identical under various query

rates, demonstrating the flash crowds have minimal im-

pact on Leopard. Note that the fraction of service count

equal to 1 is more than 0.7, while the fraction of service

count equal to 2 is around 0.25. There are only a small

number of nodes that have more than L service counts.

Leopard can distribute the query load in such a manner

that most object owners serve only a very small number

of requests. The non-uniform distribution case yields

similar results (Fig. 16(b)). Hence non-uniform node

distribution does not cause the performance of Leopard

to degrade significantly.

The pointer node service count shows how many times

a pointer node is visited by query messages. Fig. 17(a)

shows the pointer node service counts with various

query rates for the uniform node distribution case, while

Fig. 17(b) shows the results the non-uniform distribution.

We see that the serving count is quite small for most

nodes in both cases. In the uniform case more than 95 %

of the pointer nodes serve fewer than 10 queries, while

in the non-uniform case, fewer than 64 queries. This

simulation result clearly shows that Leopard distributes

the query requests evenly among the different pointer

nodes.

Lastly, to illustrate that Leopard localizes the effect

of “flash crowds”, we divide the time into slots of

10 seconds each, and compute the average distance to

located objects for queries that are generated in each

time slot. Fig. 18 shows the average distance of querying

nodes to located objects, as queries are generated over

time. We see that the distance decreases exponentially,

indicating that most querying nodes are able to find a

nearby copy of the popular object. Clearly, the ability

of Leopard to direct query requests to nearby nodes

certainly alleviates the global effect of “flash crowds”

problems.
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VII. RELATED WORKS

Many early DHT schemes (most prominently Chord,

CAN, and their derivatives) adopt a flat network or-

ganization, and does not consider locality awareness.

Enhancements have been proposed to address these

issues. [18] uses a “binning” scheme to coarsely group

network nodes according to their topological locations,

and use such information for neighbor selection in CAN.

Techniques based on fragmentation and caching are

designed for Chord to enhance its robustness to “flash

crowd” [19]. Pastry and Tapestry are among the few

early P2P systems with built-in locality-awareness. For

example, Tapestry also organizes node pointers into a

distributed search tree and attempt to find nearby copy

of objects. Compared with them, Leopard has several key

distinctions. First, Leopard achieves deterministic, worst

case bound on the routing stretch, while similar results

in all the aforementioned schemes are in probability

sense due to random hashing of node id. Second, all the

above schemes rely on close neighbor search algorithms

to maintain locality-aware neighbor relationship. This

means that the “quality” of neighbors gradually improves

as the network evolves, and may fail to converge in

a highly dynamic network. Leveraging recent advances

in virtual coordinates system, Leopard always maintains

locality-aware neighbor relationship any time a new node

joins.

Other recent efforts of improving DHT schemes with

hierarchical design include Canon [20] and Coral [21].

Both divide the P2P network into segments of self-

similar networks at different levels. Each segment em-

ploys a original DHT schemes such as chord. Object

lookup is first attempted in the local level, and is

extended only when local search fails. The design goal

of Canon is mainly focused on fault isolation, effective

multicast, and hierarchical storage/access control. Com-

pared with Leopard, Coral stores actual object (instead

of pointer), therefore is more suitable for systems com-

municating very small object (such as DNS). Also, Coral

does not use owner information aggregation either.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have advanced an alternative ap-

proach for building structured P2P systems. We have

presented Leopard, a P2P system adopting our approach,

that explicitly incorporates the geographical proximity of

network nodes. We described how the object id space

is mapped to the node geo space using a novel hash-

ing technique called geographically-scoped hashing, and

how to use it to build an object search trees distributedly

with pointers. With theoretical analysis, we proved that

1) the object lookup cost (in terms of distance traveled

by the query messages) in Leopard is approximately

proportional to the distance between the requesting node

and the object, and 2) when there are multiple copies

of an object in the network, the located copy of the

object is nearly optimal. Through detailed packet level

simulations, with both uniform and non-uniform node

distributions in the node geo space, we show that Leop-

ard can effectively cope with the “flash crowd” problem.

Through these efforts, we believe we have demonstrated

a promising alternative design approach for P2P systems

construction.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 5: Consider the case where a node

x queries for an object ω, as illustrated in Figure 10. x
will first query the its level-0 pointer node. If there is

one owner resides in the level-0 area, say s1, then s1

is the owner found by Leopard. In the worst case, s2

is the optimal owner and D(x, s2) ≈ 0. In this case,

we have D(x, s1) − D(x, s2) < D(x, s1) <
√

dr0.

If, on the other hand, there is no owner in x’s level-

0 area, but there is one in the 3d − 1 sibling level-

0 areas (those darkly shaded in Figure 10), then the

level-0 pointer node of x will follow one of the sibling

pointer and find an owner in these areas, e.g., node s′1.

In this case, D(x, s′1) < 2
√

dr0. In the worse case,

the optimal server is still s2 (since its sibling pointer

may not be selected by x’s level-0 directory server).

Therefore, D(x, s′1) − D(x, s2) < 2
√

dr0. If otherwise,

let’s consider the case where there is no owner in the

sibling level-0 areas (the darkly shaded area), yet there

is an owner in the sibling level-1 areas (the lightly shaded

area). In this case, the worst case is that the found

owner is s′′1 and the optimal owner is s′2 as shown in

Figure 10. Therefore, we have D(x, s′′1) < 4
√

dr0 and

D(x, s′2) > r0, or
D(x,s′′

1
)

D(x,s′′

2
) < 4

√
d. The similar reasoning

applies to all the remaining cases, when we consider a

larger and larger ring of sibling areas.

Proof of Theorem 6: Since each published object

creates L finger table entries (one in each level of its

pointer nodes), each node contributes on average κ · L
fingers in the network. On average, each node also

receives κ · L fingers. Since each node has (2d − 1)L
slots, the probability of each of these slots being non-

empty is therefore p = 1 −
[

(2d
−1)L−1

(2d
−1)L

]κL
. Assume

the smallest common area containing the source node

and the destination is a level-l area, after following the

first finger, the packet is on a node at the same level-

(l−1) area, after following the second finger, the packet

is on a node at the same level-(l − 2) area, and so on.

Therefore, it takes l fingers to reach the level-0 area of

the destination. Since the probability of a non-empty slot

is P , the expected steps to reach the level-0 area of the

destination is therefore l
P ≤ L

P .


